Plasticity of acid phosphatase (FRAP) afferent terminal fields and of dorsal horn cell growth in the neonatal rat.
Peripheral nerve section results in depletion of fluoride-resistant acid phosphatase (FRAP) from the nerve terminals in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord (Schoenen et al., '68) and this has been used in the past to map the termination field of individual nerves (Rustioni et al., '71; Devor and Claman, '80). In the present study we show that a similar central depletion occurs following sciatic nerve section or crush in neonatal rats. Unlike adults, however, the area of depletion is rapidly filled by sprouting of FRAP-containing afferent terminals from nearby intact peripheral nerves. The sprouting is extensive but never completely fills the depleted area. After nerve crush there is some recovery of FRAP from the sciatic nerve terminals themselves as well as from nearby nerve terminals. The source of recovered FRAP is demonstrated by resectioning or recrushing the nerves. The sprouting occurred when the sciatic was injured on day 1 but failed to take place when the injury was applied on or after day 10. Sciatic nerve section on day 1 also produces marked growth retardation of the ipsilateral dorsal horn gray matter that becomes more apparent as the rat matures. Nerve crush produces a less marked shrinkage that is slower in onset. If the nerve is crushed repeatedly, however, so that regeneration is prevented, the shrinkage is analogous to that following nerve section. No shrinkage occurs if the nerve is cut or crushed on day 10. The results show that separation of the spinal cord from its peripheral input at a critical stage in development results in disruption of the somatotopic organization of the C fibre afferent input to the dorsal horn and in slowing of growth of the dorsal horn gray matter.